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After-Action Report
Operation Bayanihan – Province of Benguet, Philippines

Prepared by: Tony Griffiths - Team Leader
Reviewed by Luke Gordon - National Planning Manager

28 October 2019

Foreword:

Operation Bayanihan (named after a Filipino custom derived from “bayan”, which means nation, town or community), 
achieved its intended dual aims of fostering relationships to facilitate rapid entry into the Philippines in the wake of 
future disasters and building the capacity of local relief agencies.

It also had a significant impact far beyond the training and practical assistance provided by the teams on the ground.  In 
everything we do, trust is the deciding factor, and the teams deployed on Op Bayanihan went about building it with quite 
professionalism, patience and humility.  Every Greyshirt reflection spoke of admiration for their Phillipine counterparts 
and the Phillipine people.  

There are many lessons to be learned from the operation, not least of which is the challenge of communicating with 
host-nations and the time involved. There is much to be implemented that will allow for a more streamlined deployment 
on the next opportunity which, following the strong relationships developed, it is anticipated will not be far away.

Thank you to all those involved, and well done.

Yours in service

Geoff Evans
CEO
Team Rubicon Australia
evans@teamrubiconaustralia.org
PH: 0425 315 794

Summary of Events:
Background

In September 2018, Team Rubicon Australia launched an Operational Reconnaissance Team to the Philippines Islands 
(PI), following Super Typhoon Mangkhut, known locally as Ompong. While no immediate operation was launched, the 
potential for a future capacity and relationship building program was identified in order to address gaps in local post 
disaster information collection, management and reporting, and to facilitate ease of access for TRA following future 
disasters.

Communication and relationship building has continued to date with provincial and federal government agencies in 
addition to local disaster management organisations and educational institutions. This engagement includes but is not 
limited to the Office of the Vice President,  the University of the Philippines and the Benguet Provincial Disaster Risk 
Reduction Office (PDRRMO). Further analysis has shown that the need to assist provincial and local level government to 
facilitate response and recovery efforts in the immediate wake of natural disasters remains extant. As a result, TRA has 
been encouraged to return to Manila and the Benguet Province to continue to build upon these relationships and provide 
further guidance and assistance.

Intent

Team Rubicon Australia (TRA) deployed to the Philippines Islands in order to enhance existing relationships with the PI 
national government, and to develop and deliver a short course curriculum designed to enhance the PI (Benguet) 
provincial government’s capacity to respond to natural disasters.  The mission was to deliver a train-the-trainer level 
curriculum intended to leave a lasting impact, as well as pave the way nationally for future TRA response missions into the 
PI.

mailto:evans@teamrubiconaustralia.org
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Phase 1
Team Leader: Tony Griffiths
Support/ Logistics and PRO: Lourdes Tiglao
Support/Security lead: Peter Mottram
Support/Medic: Katie Seabrook
Additional Support: Tim Hayden*

TRA returned to Manila and Benguet Province in June and July 2019 to continue relationship building and to progress 
arrangements for our return to the Province to conduct collaborative training in accordance with the mission statement.

Multiple key leader engagements (KLE) were conducted by team members in Manila, Clark and Benguet Province which 
resulted in a broad course of action for approval of the CONOPS. Specific agreement was achieved with the PDRRMO 
and Office of Civil Defense-Cordillera Administrative Region (OCD-CAR) for the conduct of 3 Rapid Damage Assessment 
and Needs Analysis (RDANA) courses which would be conducted in accordance with the OCD national curriculum. There 
was unclear discussion about the need for accreditation of TRA instructors as well as a rumoured Train-the-Trainer 
version of the course. TRA was given a version of the RDANA curriculum (which was subsequently changed). 

It was very unclear at the end of Phase 1, which body was to be the approving authority for the agreed CONOPS.

Phase 2:
The aim of Phase 2 was intended to be course development, however, due to the PI requirement to conduct an approved 
course (provided by PI partner organisations), there was no scope for training development activity. 

Phase 2 produced an evaluation template which would help satisfy the evidence requirements for the compilation of the 
post-activity report to the project sponsor, Moody’s Foundation.

Of note, the period prior to deployment for Phase 3, was characterised by almost endless attempts at effective 
communication with PI counterparts, notwithstanding continued support from Lourdes Tiglao at TR Global. The difficulties 
of effective communication so early in the relationship were underestimated. The result was that Phase 3 was extensively 
delayed and indeed could only be confirmed after the advance party had finalised negotiations in Benguet Province.

Phase 3
Team Leader: Tony Griffiths

Support/Security lead: Peter Mottram
Support/Medic: Katie Seabrook

Support: Ryan Mayne
Support/UAV: Dean West

Phase 3 member selection processes were compromised by the inability to finalise dates whilst providing sufficient notice. 

An advance party deployed to Benguet Province a week earlier than the main body to ensure the viability of the full 
deployment. The advance party were pleased to find that a number of arrangements were in place notwithstanding the 
almost total lack of prior communications.  

However, notwithstanding the agreement achieved at the end of Phase 1, there was an expectation that TRA would 
provide a wide range of logistical and administrative support to the conduct of the training. This was resolved by a 
combination of polite refusal along with agreement to some aspects. This resulted in an overspend especially in 
administrative areas.

By agreement prior to deployment, TRA contributed to the conduct of two RDANA courses which were delivered in 
“Training of Trainers” (ToT) format. TRA instructors were participants in Course 1 (35 graduated) and delivered Course 2 
(45 graduated) with some minor support from local instructors.  Of note, although recorded as a ToT course, there was no 
approved curriculum for this format, and was very much an ad hoc add-on. 

The two courses were separated by one week, which extended the deployment accordingly. This week was filled with a 
range of activities conducted by team members utilising their considerable skill-set, interests and experience. Some 
activities were directly requested by local agencies whilst others were suggested by TRA and readily agreed. The 
activities included:
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● Multiple TRA capability briefs to local agencies, NGO, police commissioned officer candidates and university 
undergraduates

● Contribution to a ‘medical mission’ in support of local authorities and NGO
● Participation in an emergency management exercise at a local high school and conduct of a post-exercise 

workshop with school faculty
● Multiple aerial mapping tasks as requested by local authorities
● Conduct of a drone and GIS workshop for practitioners

Team members conducted multiple KLE and 2 stakeholder dinners. KLE included COO engagements with the Office of 
the Vice President (OVP), Australian Embassy, Philippines Disaster Relief Foundation, OCD-CAR and Benguet Provincial 
Governor. Progress towards an MOU with OCD was limited however an MOU with OVP is being progressed more rapidly.

Overall Assessment

Op Bayanihan achieved its stated aims although over a much longer time than was anticipated. 

There is evidence that an enduring relationship has been progressed at least in the Province and in CAR. Team members 
have been in contact with the Office of Civil Defense (OCD) Regional Director - CAR (Mogul), who has reported that 
RDANA teams have deployed in the wake of recent monsoonal rains.

Next steps

Communication is ongoing with both OCD and OVP and relations are positive and progressing.

There is the possibility of MOUs with PDRF and OCD, with these being progressed by the COO.

 Operation Data Overview:

General Data Operations Data

Operation # No. 9 Operation Bayanihan Total TR Volunteers M:   4        F: 2

Dates 23 June - 21 October 2019 Total SponVols Managed 0

Location Province of Benguet, Philippines Total Vol. Hours 2398

Regions 
Involved

Total Work Orders Completed NA

Total Work Value $135,240

Total Accidents/Incidents 0

Interagency Collaboration

Government Office of Civil Defense, Office of the 
Vice President, Philippines Information 
Agency, Province of Benguet, City of 
Baguio, Office of Civil Defense- 
Cordillera Administrative Region

PR / Media ABS-CBN TV
People’s Television Network

Partners Moody's Foundation NGOs/VOADs Philippines Disaster Relief Foundation,911 
On Call, ARCON
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Local Business Corporate 
Volunteers

Operation Appraisal
This AAR reviewed the operation along with key subject headings as set out below.  

Greyshirt feedback is also consolidated.

Notable Achievements

Phase 1
● Agreement to return and conduct RDANA training in Benguet Province on a collaborative basis with OCD 

instructors

Phase 2
● not considered applicable based on actual work completed during this phase.

Phase 3
● Continuation of 4 TRA instructors accredited by OCD to conduct RDANA courses
● TRA instructors led the conduct of RDANA ToT Course 2
● Approximately 80 graduates from the two courses
● Wide range of agencies, NGO and local community groups were networked and participated in the RDANA 

training.
● Agreement in principle to work towards an MOU with Office of Vice President, Office of Civil Defence, and 

Philippines Disaster Resilience Foundation.
● During the down time between courses, TRA members conducted a range of additional interactions with 

government and community groups including:
● KLE in Manila and Benguet Province to progress potential MOU and relationship building

○ Participation in an emergency management exercise and planning workshop
○ Extended capability and emerging technology talks
○ Active participation in a medical mission
○ Conduct of a practical GIS workshop
○ Multiple aerial mapping tasks in support of local authorities
○ Presentation of potential threat analysis to a technical working group

Community / Key Stakeholder Feedback

A letter was received from the Office of the Governor (Provincial Disaster Risk Reduction and Management Office).  This 
letter is attached as an addendum to this document

Improvement Actions Responsible

Priority Actions

Briefings need to be made more culturally sensitive and include such things as mandatory 
dress code / better in-country awareness training / team bios.  Information obtained from 
previous deployments needs to be factored in.

Planning

Planning for overseas ops must have extended time frames for all stages. Ops

Team must come with disaster kit incl PPE. Logistics
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International Deployment Workshop to be organised - early 2020 Ops

Process 

BOH to book in-country movements due to payment challenges Membership

Deploying team to meet for min ½ day in lead up to deployment for final briefing and 
synchronisation

Ops

OPORD must address ’actions on” in the event of a serious incident/disaster (note, just 
because the team is in-country, it is not an automatic permission to operate during the 
situation’s evolution. Approval steps still need to be followed to ensure acknowledgement of 
the nation's sovereignty.).  Noting that ‘actions on’ were developed, a review is needed to 
determine if these were issued out and whether they were relevant or need refining.

Planning

Review system for receipt processing when in cash-intensive economies Admin

Country specific code of conduct for deployed personnel Membership

Training

Deployed personnel to be run through course / provided with course material in advance of 
deploying where possible

Opsd

Health and Safety

More definitive medical screening and provide medical history/medications etc to the in-
country medic 

Med

Conduct a complete check of hire car fluids and tyres, including the spare. In-country team

Medical kit to be optimised for the most relevant operational risk and personally checked by 
Op medic

Med

Medical information available to the medic should include DNR advice. Membership

Op conditions to be considered in the context of team members pre-existing medical 
conditions and considered in the vetting process 

Membership

In country validation of security situation with the Embassy and appropriate agencies is 
important, as is continuing monitoring of media as well as BOH assistance.

Ops

Technology

Review use of both Gap Guardian and In-reach including refresh rates vs battery capacity 
on phone and device

Tech

Equipment

Card usage to be streamlined where possible - link to taxi apps, allow for balance checks 
etc.

Admin

Consider provision of unnamed / generic credit cards Admin

Equipment list (personal and ops-specific) needs significant effort, to make sure its matches 
intended role.  This list should extend to IT / comms equipment

Ops

Deployment kit requirements
● Include VSAT capability / improved wireless internet access
● At least 1 full capability laptop (not Surface Pro) plus spare laptop / surface pro

Tech
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● Thumb drives
● Pelicases or similar for sensitive kit

Staff / Manning 

Constrain time away to 2 weeks or so when possible Ops

Team selection for skill-set AND cultural sensitivity is paramount Membership

Development

PRO should be deployed as part of international deployment team Ops

Review PRO guidance for this style of operation Development

BOH should develop and publish/post PR material based on input from field Development
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